Abstract-Microstrip reflectarrays consisting of rectangular patches are investigated for application in space-based dual-polarized dualbeam radar interferometers. For nadir looking beams the angle of incidence of feed radiation in each patch is nominally 45 • . In such an application, square-patch reflectarrays can be designed for only one polarization with a sacrifice in performance in the other whereas reflectarrays consisting of rectangular patches may be designed for both polarizations, thereby improving their radiation performance. Piecewise planar parabolic reflectarrays consisting of square patches exhibit poor scan performance in tilted configuration. It is shown that with the use of rectangular patches in such a reflectarray one can design two beams of different polarizations for two offset feeds, thereby providing significant improvement in bandwidth and radiation performance.
INTRODUCTION
Microstrip reflectarray antennas find applications in space based radars because of their low profile and ease of design, manufacture, and deployment. Pozar et al. have presented the analysis and synthesis of reflectarrays consisting of variable size square patches using the infinite array model [1] . Dual-polarized dual-beam reflectarrays consisting of square patches and fed by slot arrays have been discussed previously [2, 3] . Esteban-Fernandez et al. have proposed similar antenna geometry for the Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) mission at Ka band [4] . Encinar and Barba reported a twolayer reflectarray of rectangular patches for producing two beams, one at 20 GHz in horizontal polarization and the other at 30 GHz in vertical polarization [5] . Encinar et al. designed a reflectarray to produce two contour beams, one horizontally polarized for the European coverage and the other vertically polarized for the coverage of the eastern United States [6] . Roederer patented a piecewise planar parabolic reflectarray (PPPR) [7] while Legay et al. mention the use of PPPR in a recent paper [8] . Racette et al. employed a cylindrical parabolic reflectarray in dual-frequency radar [9] . Hodges and Zawadzki found that a reflectarray consisting of piecewise planar square-patch panels mimicking a parabolic cylinder in a tilted configuration had excessive scan loss [2] and therefore they used a fully planar reflectarray for wide swath ocean altimetry (WSOA).
Two objectives of this paper are concerned with reflectarrays for nadir looking dual-polarization dual-beam radar interferometers, such as the WSOA [2] . First, it will be shown that for a fully planar reflectarray, the use of rectangular patches improves the gain by 0.3 to 0.5 dB over the square patch array counterparts. Future space based interferometric radars with nadir looking dual polarized dual beams will require ever increasing aperture sizes. Offset parabolic reflectors are not suited to such systems because of their poor beam scan performance with displaced feeds. Fully planar microstrip reflectarrays exhibit good scan performance but they have severe bandwidth limitation for large apertures because of the modulo 2π phase correction employed in the design of reflectarrays. PPPR will obviate this bandwidth limitation. Hodges and Zawadzki found that the symmetric arrangement of PPPR leads to increased mass and moment of inertia, and limits the ability to control the center of gravity of the instrument. The offset tilted PPP reflectarray was proposed to improve the spacecraft accommodation of the WSOA but it exhibits poor scan performance [2] . With the use of rectangular patches in a tilted PPPR, dual polarized dual beams can be designed for two feeds without the need for scan. The second objective of this paper is to demonstrate the excellent pattern and bandwidth performance (bandwidth limited by the patch resonance only) of PPPR employing rectangular patches.
The receive mode design technique presented in [10] is extended in the design of fully planar and PPP rectangular patch arrays in this paper. This method is substantially faster and more accurate than the conventional transmit mode design technique, especially for large arrays with tens of thousands of patches. The key component of our design and analysis methodology is our moment method code for an infinite array of patches excited by a plane wave which was previously validated against the commercial finite element code HFSS as well as waveguide simulator experimental data [11] . Our design and analysis codes were validated previously by comparing our results with those of Pozar [1, 10] . In addition, our results matched those of [2] for fully planar square patch reflectarrays, further validating the procedure used in this paper. Figure 1 shows the geometry of an offset reflectarray and beam positions for different feed locations for an application such as the dual beam dual polarization nadir looking radar antenna used in interferometric mapping application WSOA [2] . We consider a reflectarray of size 2.145 m in the x-direction and 0.5 m in the ydirection, tilted at 45 • with respect to the vertical, consisting of 190×44 patches with a lattice spacing of 0.5λ, where λ is the free space wavelength at 13.285 GHz. The substrate material is 32 mil (0.81 mm) thick Rogers RO4003 of ε r = 3.38. The nominal feed location, O is 2.145 m away from the reflectarray center C. For a feed located at O, a nadir looking beam along O' will result if the reflection phase from each patch is designed for proper collimation. When a horizontally polarized (hpol) feed is located at A, and a vertically polarized (vpol) feed is at B, the corresponding beams will be along A' and B' respectively. In interferometric radar mapping applications each beam is offset from the nadir direction by about one beamwidth. The second reflectarray will have its vpol feed above and the hpol feed below [2, 4] . The scan performance in this case is excellent and the beam deviation factor is expected to be close to one, since the equivalent f /D ratio is large [12] .
FULLY PLANAR REFLECTARRAY
A feed model in the form of cos q θ was found to be not optimum for a rectangular aperture, even if we use different q values in the two principal planes. Slot array feeds similar to those in [2, 3] were used to provide about −10 dB edge taper. For hpol, a 3 × 13 array was used with element spacing of 0.66λ and 0.74λ in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively. A 3 × 16 array with spacing of 0.65λ and 0.73λ was used for vpol. The aperture distribution was uniform in the vertical direction for both feeds whereas the horizontal distribution was 0.5, 1, 0.5 for hpol and 0.63, 1, 0.63 for the vpol. No attempt was made to shape the feed pattern to maximize the efficiency of the reflectarray.
Reflectarrays of Square Patches
The reflectarray geometry shown in Fig. 1(a) , consisting of square patches was designed using the receive mode design technique [10] for hpol feed located at O. The reflection phase data for a set of values of the size of the square patch, 'a' embedded in an infinite array of identical elements were computed using the moment method [11] for an incident plane wave arriving from θ = 45 • and φ = −90 • . In the design, the required size a n for patch n is interpolated from the computed phase data such that the sum of the phase of the incident plane wavefront at patch n, φ wn and the reflection phase of patch n, φ rn is the conjugate of the phase of the feed radiation at patch n, φ f n [10] .
i.e.,
Once the reflectarray is designed, the transmit mode analysis [10] is employed to compute the gain and obtain radiation patterns for different locations of hpol and vpol feeds using equivalent electric and magnetic currents. The equivalence principle formulation employing electric and magnetic currents is found to be more accurate [13] than the one using electric currents only [1] . The locations A and B are approximately 12.5 cm from O so that the two beams along A' and B' are approximately ±3.3 • (one beamwidth in the yz plane) away from the nadir direction. When the feed is located at A or B its beam peak is tilted slightly with respect to the direction OC so that the illumination levels at the two edges in the yz plane are the same. Table 1 shows the gain values in dB for different feed locations. For the case of hpol feed at O the computed gain is 40.5 dB. The aperture size is 2091.6λ 2 . Since the beam is pointing at 45 • with respect to the array normal the projected area is reduced by a factor of 0.707, thereby reducing the effective aperture by 1.5 dB. Therefore 3 dB below that of the hpol feed. The reflectarray designed for hpol is expected to exhibit a suboptimal performance for the vpol since the reflection phase of vpol differs from that of hpol as shown in Fig. 2 . The range for phase data is less than the desired 360 • in Fig. 2 as well as for all other cases for the reflectarrays considered in this paper, thereby resulting in a small error. For a reflectarray designed for vpol, calculated gain values for different feed locations and polarizations showed results similar to those in Table 2 , with grater values for the vpol feeds.
Design of Rectangular Patch Array for a Feed at O
Rectangular patches have two degrees of freedom and therefore it is possible to design a reflectarray for a feed at O polarized in the vertical as well as in the horizontal direction. Let φ rh be the reflection phase for an hpol plane wave from θ = 45 • , φ = −90 • incident at a rectangular patch of dimensions (a, b) where a and b are the horizontal and vertical dimensions respectively. φ rv is the corresponding reflection phase value for a vpol wave. For a given value of the phase ψ the range (−180 • , 180 • ), we find initial values (a, b) from the results of square patches as follows. Subsequently we evaluate the rectangular patch size (a, b) by minimizing the error term in (3) using the reflection phase data computed from the moment method [11] .
The values of a and b obtained by this procedure for different ψ values are plotted in Fig. 3 . The dimensions (a n , b n ) of the patch n are obtained by two one-dimensional interpolations of curves shown in Fig. 3 such that Eqn. (4) is satisfied. Design Eqn. (4) is similar to (1) but accounts for both polarizations. Table 2 are improved by an average of 0.37 dB with respect to those in Table 1 . Thus fully planar reflectarrays of rectangular patches exhibit superior characteristics than those of square patches.
Design of
This is an intensive computational process since we use the moment method code in this error minimization process. Subsequently a two-dimensional interpolation technique is used to determine the dimensions of patch n, (a n , b n ) that satisfies simultaneously the pair of design equations in (6) .
In the above equation, φ f hn and φ f vn represent the phases of the hpol and vpol feed radiations at the patch n respectively while φ whn and φ wvn are the incident hpol and vpol plane wavefront phases at patch n respectively. After completing the design we analyzed the reflectarray with an hpol feed at A and a vpol feed at B. Subsequently the design and analysis were repeated for a vpol feed at A and an hpol feed at B.
The results in Table 3 show that there is no significant improvement in using this design method over the method discussed in 2.2, with results shown in Table 2 , since the scan performance of this reflectarray is very good.
PIECEWISE PLANAR PARABOLIC REFLECTARRAY
The bandwidth of operation of a reflectarray is limited by two factors, the element resonance and the aperture size, the latter due to the modulo 2π phase correction [14] . Increased values of element bandwidth may be achieved by using two-layer or three layer patches while the limitation imposed by the aperture size may be obviated by employing piecewise planar parabolic patches. In this configuration, the path length differences between the feed and the collimated wavefront through different patches are minimized if the collimated beam goes through the focal line. In the untitled PPPR geometry, the angle of incidence from the feed is close to normal for all panels and therefore the reflectarray performance is less sensitive to polarization. For the geometry shown in Fig. 1 we obtained two piecewise planar parabolas (f /D = 1), one with three panels and the other with five panels, to mimic a parabola in the xz plane by minimizing the distance between any point in the parabola and the corresponding point on the reflectarray by employing the wellknown genetic algorithm optimization. Fig. 4 shows the section of the parabolic cylinder and the 5 panel and three panel designs in the xz plane with the coordinate origin at focus. The z-axis scale is greatly expanded to show some detail.
For the WSOA geometry discussed in this paper, the fully planar reflectarray bandwidth limited by the path length differences is 8.92% according to the criterion specified in [14] . However, for a 5 m long aperture operating at 35.75 GHz, such as the one proposed in [4] for the SWOT system the bandwidth becomes 1.4%. In this case there is a need to use PPPR for improved bandwidth performance. Table 4 shows the characteristics of fully planar and 3-panel and 5-panel PPPR for a SWOT like system. The root mean square and the maximum deviation from the parabola are substantially smaller for the 5-panel case and therefore it yields a larger bandwidth. Design procedures discussed in 2.1 and 2.3 were applied to each of the panels of the PPPR in 3.1 and 3.2 respectively below for the electrically smaller WSOA type aperture (f /D = 1, D = 2.145 m, f = 13.285 GHz) so that the computational effort is substantially reduced.
Reflectarrays of Square Patches
The coordinates of each panel are expressed in terms of its origin and Euler angles relative to that of the central panel or the reflectarray's main coordinate system. For a feed at O, an incident plane wave coming from θ = 45 • and φ = −90 • with respect to the main coordinate system is converted to a wave incident at panel p from (θ p , φ p ), the direction with respect to its coordinate system [15] . We compute five (three) sets of reflection phase data, one for each panel for plane waves incident from (θ p , φ p ) on an infinite array of square patches of size a. In the design, the value of a np for patch n in panel p is interpolated from computed phase data for that panel such that the sum of the phase of the incident plane wavefront at patch n in panel p, φ wnp and the reflection phase of patch n in panel p, φ rnp is the conjugate of the phase of the feed radiation at that patch, φ f np . i.e.,
Transformations between feed, panel, reflectarray and pattern coordinates are determined using the procedure given in [15] . For the reflectarray thus designed, radiation patterns and gain were computed using the transmit mode analysis and the gain values for different feed location and polarizations are shown in Table 5 for the 5-panel PPPR. The gain values for hpol and vpol feeds at O are similar to those in Table 1 . However for offset feeds, hpol at A and vpol at B, the pattern performance is poor in the plane perpendicular to the scan plane, with a gain loss of 2.6 to 2.9 dB. Similar results were found for a 5-panel PPPR designed for vpol and for different offset feed locations and polarizations. These results are consistent with the findings of [2] . Similar results were found for 3-panel PPPR. The reason for the large amount of gain loss for one beamwidth scan in a tilted PPPR is that for an offset feed the radiation from different panels are not collimated. Table 6 shows the beam direction resulting from the central panel and the outermost panel for both the 3-panel PPPR and 5-panel PPPR. Small misalignment of the two beams in the azimuth direction causes significant gain loss since the azimuth beamwidth is very small. In the case of un-tilted PPPR and fully planar reflectarray made up of panels, for a feed offset to produce a small amount of beam scan, the beams from different panels are aligned. Table 7 shows the relative contribution to the main beam peak from radiation from each panel. In the case of a fully planar reflectarray the contribution from each panel is nearly in phase whereas in the case Phase perturbation studies were performed on a reflectarray with a displaced feed, using a procedure similar to that of Baars [16] . For the WSOA type geometry it was found that the fully planar reflectarray and symmetric PPPR exhibited good scan performance whereas the tilted PPPR had poor scan performance. The radiation from outer panels was slightly offset in the azimuthal direction compared to the radiation from the central panel, thus supporting the results of Table 6 . Therefore tilted PPPR are not useful in applications involving beam scanning by feed displacement.
Design of Rectangular Patch Array for Feeds at A and B
For an hpol feed at A and a vpol feed at B, we consider an hpol plane wave from (θ hp , φ hp ) incident at a patch in panel number p while a vpol plane wave is also incident from (θ vp , φ vp ). (θ hp , φ hp ) and (θ vp , φ vp ) correspond to (48.3 • , −90 • ) and (41.7 • , −90 • ) respectively in the main coordinate system and they may be determined using the coordinate transformation in terms of the coordinates of panel p using appropriate Euler angles [15] . We obtain a set of values of patch sizes (a ijp , b ijp ) for a set of phase values (φ rhp = ψ ip , φ rvp = ψ jp ), each of two reflection phase values in increments over the 360 • range by minimizing the error in (8) .
There are five (or three) sets of such data, one for each panel. A two dimensional interpolation technique is used to determine the dimensions of patch n in panel p, (a np , b np ) that satisfies simultaneously the pair of design equations in (9) .
In Eqn. (9), φ f hnp and φ f vnp represent the phases of the hpol and vpol feed radiations at the patch n in panel p respectively while φ whnp and φ wvnp are the incident hpol and vpol plane wavefront phases at that patch respectively. A similar procedure was used to design a reflectarray with vpol feed at A and hpol feed at B. The gain values computed for these two antennas shown in Table 8 for the five-panel PPPR are found to be slightly better than those in Tables 2 and 3 thus validating the design technique for PPPR for dual-beam dualpolarization application. Results computed for the three-panel PPPR were very similar. Figures 5 and 6 show far field patterns of fully planar reflectarray and PPPR consisting of rectangular patches. The pattern peaks are normalized to 0 dB for easy comparison of sidelobe and crosspol levels, even though PPPR have 0.1 to 0.2 dB higher gain values. There is no cross polarization in the elevation plane since it is a plane of symmetry. In the aimuth plane, hpol patterns exhibit greater levels of cross polarization and sidelobe levels, since h-pol beams are at larger oblique angles. The crosspol levels of PPPR are 1.5 to 2.5 dB better than those of the fully planar reflectarray. In the elevation plane, the sidelobe level of PPPR exhibits 1 to 2.5 dB lower levels than the corresponding values of the fully planar reflectarrays. Thus, in addition to providing improved bandwidth, PPPR provide better pattern performance as well.
CONCLUSION
This paper has presented the results of a study of rectangular patch reflectarrays for nadir looking dual-beam dual-polarized radar interferometer applications. Fully planar rectangular patch reflectarrays provide an average of 0.4 dB improvement in gain compared to the square patch arrays by minimizing the gain variation with polarization. For PPPR in tilted configurations the design using square patches for the nominal feed position and then subsequent offsetting of the two feeds produces substantial gain loss. PPPR can be designed using rectangular patches for two simultaneous offset feeds with good patterns and gain values. Such an antenna eliminates the bandwidth limitation on the aperture size for large interferometric array applications and shows promise for use in many future space based deployable systems.
